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& Liz Tomczak! Liz has previously worked at Badlands Ministries as both
counselor and summer program director, and Scott has attended camp at Luther Point
since 2001, eventually joining the summer staff in 2012. Involvement in the Luther
Point community has been very exciting for both of us. It is our goal to continue to
build on our core objective, “Forming Faith, Pointing to Christ!”
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Lutheran Outdoor Ministries has been a wonderful partner as we work with
and adapt its curriculum, “The Jesus Way,” as our summer theme. Each year
Lutheran Outdoor Ministries creates curriculum that is widely shared and adapted to
fit the context of many different and diverse Bible camps throughout the country. We
are pleased that written evaluations this summer have been consistently positive from
both parents and campers alike.
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One way we are seeking specific feedback is through a partnership with the
Effective Camp Research Project: https://www.vibrantfaith.org/project/ecrp/.
Through the project we are receiving extensive input from campers grades 5 - 9 on the
impact of their time at camp. Camper responses provide valuable information on
how various Bible Camps across the Midwest impact youth.
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We also offer an opportunity for all adults to provide input through a
completely confidential online survey which you can access at:
https://www.research.net/r/LutherPoint2016 We truly value your wisdom,
perspective, suggestions, and prayers for Luther Point. Every response provides
valuable information as we listen, learn and improve everyone’s camping
experience. Blessings, Scott and Liz
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For many years Luther Point has hosted a wonderful Summer Celebration. On
Sunday August 7 our day begins at 11:00 AM with lunch and an opportunity to view
quilts and other items available in live and silent auctions. At 12:30 PM we host a
praise time, and then 1:00 PM is auction time. This fundraiser plays an integral role
in helping with expenses at camp, raising monies for special purchases, as well as
making camp financially accessible for anyone who wishes to attend. Mark the date
and join us. Come for lunch, stay for the auction and enjoy our beautiful location
along the shores of Wood Lake. This is a great opportunity to bring your kids back to
camp to say hello to their favorite counselors, play games, and - weather permitting swim.
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